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1.

BACKGROUND AND STUDY CONTEXT

1.1

Introduction

1.1.1 Transportation and the air quality in Surabaya

Access to the people, places, goods and services is important to the social prosperity and the
economic well-being of people in big cities. Transportation is the key to achieving access. A
modern people in big cities need an economically, socially and environmentally sustainable
transportation system.
The prediction of transportation sector in Surabaya, the result of Dorsch Consult study for
the World Bank in 1998 shows that without a significant change in public policy, by 2010
more than half of the main road network will operate at traffic volumes at or above the
capacity of the road system, at average speeds under 10 km/hour. Dorsch predicts that there
will be a 120% increase of vehicle trip in the city center, from 243,000 vehicles per day in
1995 to 535,000 vehicles per day by 2010.
With the assumption that all programmed road infrastructure projects are continued, the
travel times under 10km/hour will increase from 2% to 21% by 2010, with a further 17%
within the range of 10 km/hour – 20 km/hour. On the main roads, the general travel speed
will be under 10 km/hour. This development will have a severe impact to the quality of life in
Surabaya. The air quality, which is already bad, will worsen (Table 1.1), the fuel consumption
will increase (Table 1.1), and as a result government expenditure will also increase.
Table 1.1: Polluting emission and fuel consumption from passenger vehicles in
various traffic situation.
Speed
(km/hour)

Carbon
monoxide

Hydrocarbon

Fuel

Carbon
dioxide

58

10.8

1.4

58.4

178

19

22.2

2.5

101

300

5.8

67

4.5

200

637

Source: Umweltbundesamt, CITAIR emissions factor modelling, 2000.

The air quality data in Surabaya based on the test in nine points of measurement done by the
East Java Environmental Health Laboratory indicated that some of particulates are above the
guidelines set by the East Java Governor Decree No. 129/1996 on Ambient Air Quality
Standards.
1.1.2 The role of Microbuses

One of the important efforts in creating a sustainable transportation system and improving
the air quality in Surabaya is by using fuel which is more friendly to the environment, such as
Compressed Natural Gas (CNG).
The transportation sector is the main contributor to air pollution in Surabaya, and within the
sector the important contributors are commercial vehicles and those in fleets, such as buses,
Microbuses, taxis, and trucks. The amount of Microbuses operating in Surabaya (around
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5000) is much higher than the amount of buses (around 200), and the Microbus fleet
increases by around 100 vehicles each year.
Microbuses are generally suitable to be converted to CNG, because:
1. They generally use gasoline for fuel
2. They travel a large number of kilometers per year (generally above 60,000 km)
3. They operate in crowded (of people and buildings) and congested places in Surabaya,
means that the emission impact to people is much higher than if they operate in places
with more open space and lower population.
4. The stop-go driving pattern increases the consumption and the potential of pollution
5. Passing through the fixed route means that is it easier to plan the re-fuelling.
1.2

The goals of the Feasibility Study for CNG Microbuses

Even given CNG’s advantages to air quality, the feasibility of CNG usage needs to be
examined, especially from the economical and technical points of view, as no matter how big
the advantage to the air quality is, CNG will not be used widely if it is not feasible both
economically and technically. The feasibility study that we need was done by the end of 1999
/ early 2000, and indicates that the usage of CNG on particular Microbuses is feasible
economically, technically, socially and environmentally.
In order to carry out this feasibility study, Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Technische
Zusammenarbeit (GTZ) GmbH and Bapedalda Propinsi Jawa Timur together with the
Mechanical Engineering Faculty of ITS worked together to carry out the pilot project and
feasibility study on CNG usage on Microbuses in Surabaya. This project is a part of the
Sustainable Urban Transportation Project (SUTP) of GTZ.
The goals of the feasibility study and trial of CNG Microbuses in Surabaya are:

1.3

1.

Analyzing the feasible levels of economy, safety, environment, social and technical
of the CNG Microbuses usage in Surabaya.

2.

Giving some recommendations based on the result of the feasibility study.

The Transportation System Condition in Surabaya

Surabaya with the population of nearly 3 million people with 326.4 square kilometers in area,
needs a transportation mode which is reliable, cheap and environmentally friendly. The urban
transportation in Surabaya is served mainly by city buses and urban transit/Microbuses.
Microbuses are the most widely used public transportation mode, with a fairly extensive citywide network.
In Surabaya there are 4800 Microbuses operate in 57 routes. There are also some other routes
serving the border areas such as Surabaya-Gresik, Krian and Sidoarjo handled by the East Java
provincial government.
Out of the 57 routes mentioned above and some routes passing through the border areas,
there are some potential routes for CNG as they operate through or nearby the gas refilling
station as stated on Table 1.2.
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Table 1.2: Potential Microbus routes for CNG.
No

Route No.

Routes

Microbus in total*

SPBG (Gas Refilling Station) Kali Rungkut (owned by PERTAMINA) – not operated
yet
1

U

Joyoboyo - Rungkut

116

2

JTK

Joyoboyo – Tambak Klangru

75

3

GS

Gunung Anyar – Sidorame

63

4

RBK

Rungkut Barat – Kenjeran

57

5

KIP 2

Kutisari – Petojo

51

6

RT

Rungku – Pasar Turi

75

SPBG Mastrip (owned by PERTAMINA) – not operated yet
7

G

Joyoboyo – Lakar Santri

308

8

H1

Joyoboyo – Sepanjang

120

9

BK

Bangkingan – Karang Pilang

15

10

RK

Karang Pilang – Krian

80

SPBG Brebek (owned by PT Taxi Zebra Nusantara Tbk.)
11

GT

Gedongan – Pasar Taman

75

12

X

Joyoboyo – Gedongan

80

SPBG Yanjung Sari (owned by PT Taxi Zebra Nusantara Tbk.)
13

BJ

Benowo – Jembatan Merah

75

14

IM

Manukan – Semut Indah

50

15

TV

Joyoboyo – Manukan

16

RDK

Romo Kalisari – Dukuh Kupang

17

E

Petojo – Balongsari

100

18

I

Dukuh Kupang – Benowo

109

19

ZI

Benowo – Ujung Baru

20

BP

Balung Panggang – Pasar Turi
Total

102
50

70
120
1791

* Based on the total issued route licences

Out of the 1791 Microbuses serving the 20 routes above, not all of them meet the criteria of
using CNG (gas fueled) because of the technical and economy feasibility. The technical
feasibility is defined by the age of vehicles and the condition of the vehicles both the body and
the engines, considering that the age of most Microbuses operate in Surabaya is less than five
years. The economy feasibility is influenced by the numbers of fuel consumption.
1.4

The Infrastructure Support in Using CNG for Microbuses In
Surabaya

Supporting infrastruktur is one of the main requirements for the success of a program in
introducing a new technology. The new technology introduced to the public such as CNG
will be directly responded by the public by comparing all of the advantages and disadvantages
between the new technology and the present technology which has been used.
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Therefore although CNG as the fuel of Microbuses is technically, economically, safety and
environmentally feasible, it must be supported by infrastructure feasibility. Infrastructure will
play an important role in the operation of Microbuses which rely on the infrastructure
support such as automotive service serving the installation, engine tuning up and the
maintenance system of CNG, SPBG, selling service and availability of spare parts of the
converter kit system.
Infrastructure supporting the program of Microbus using gas fuel is still limited. The existing
infrastructure to support the success of CNG Microbuses program are as follows:
1. 2 SPBGs owned by PT. Taksi Zebra Nusantara Tbk, located at Jl. Tanjung Sari, west
of Surabaya and Berbek Industri, East of Surabaya. 2 Mobile filling gas stations owned
by PT. Taksi Zebra, located at Jogoloyo and Pandegiling serving Zebra taxi. 2 SPBGs
owned by Pertamina are ready to operate after finishing the administration procedure
with the gas supplier from Government Gas Company (PGN).
2. In Surabaya there are 4 suppliers of 4 types of CNG converter kit, they are OMVL,
Landi Renzo, Tartarini dan Bedini. Tartarini is a converter kit used mostly by Zebra
Taxi, with the amount of 800 units.
3. In Surabaya, there are 3 to 5 automotive car service serving the installation of converter
kit, the tuning up and the maintenance system of CNG. Besides Taxi Zebra car service
which in the same location with SPBG, there is no automotive car service around
SPBG available yet. The availability of CNG car service is the main requirement for
CNG Microbus program, considering that CNG technology is still new for the
Microbus drivers/owners.
4. The spare part availability is also an important factor for the owners/drivers of
Microbuses to turn from premium to gas fuel.
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2.

THE USAGE FEASIBILITY OF CNG FOR MICROBUSES

2.1

Technical Feasibility of CNG Usage for Microbuses

The CNG technology usage and implementation on Otto (Spark Ignition Engine) had begun
since 1934 in Italy and followed by other countries, such as United States, New Zealand,
Canada, Brazil, Malaysia, Argentina, Mexico, etc.
The CNG technology in transportation sector has been proved as a safe and reliable
technology as it is equipped with the sufficient safety and security facilities. Basically all types
and brands of vehicles using the “premium” fuel is appropriate for CNG simply by installing
additional equipment named the converter kit.
In Indonesia CNG tecnology has been introduced since 1987 by conducting an experiment
done by the Gas Fuel Pilot Project Technical Evaluation Team with the result that CNG is
good and reliable to be used by motorized vehicles.
2.1.1 Composition and Characteristics of CNG

The CNG meant here the natural gas that has been purified and compressed at the pressure of
200 bars to make it safe, clean and cheap for the vehicles fuel to replace the premium.
Generally, CNG (gas fueled) contains some main component such as methane (CH4) and
ethane (C2H8) with around 90 percent fraction.
The composition and characteristic of gas vary in one source to another. It is defferent from
BBM (gasoline) which is relatively the same because of the distillation and the processing
procedure. CNG (gas fueled) sold by PERTAMINA through PGN (Government Gas
Factory) comes from gas well in Pagerungan and produced by ARBNI Oil Factory. The main
characteristic and composition of CNG (gas fueled) in Surabaya shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 2.1: Main characteristics and composition of CNG marketed in Surabaya.
No.

Component

1

Composition (%)

2

3

Gross Calorie Value

Nett Calorie Value

Value
CH4

88.51999

C2H6

3.79

C3H8

2.04

i-C4H10

0.36

n-C4H10

0.5

i-C5H12

0.15

n-C5H10

0.12

C6H14

0.05

+C7H16

0.14

N2

1.67

CO2

2.66

O2

0

CO

0

H2

0

223.63

CCal/Gram mole

11922.93

KKal/Kg

9200.50

Kkal/Nm

1060.62

BTU/Scf

202.18

CCal/Gram mole

10779.04

CCal/Kg

8317.8

CCal/Nm

958.86

BTU/Scf

4

Molecule weight

18.76

5

Density

0.772

6

SG (air=1)

0.647

7

Ignition Point

650

8

Methane Number

84.4

9

Octhane Number (RON)

> 110

10

Wobbe Index

1313.3

Kg/Nm

3

3

3

°C

BTU/Scf.Sqrt (SG)

2.1.2 CNG Converter Kit

To make it possible for the vehicle to run on CNG (gas fueled), the converter kit must be
installed. CNG (gas fueled) converter kit consists of two main components, they are the
regulator (at the service station, it is called C-Kit) and CNG (gas fuel) storage tank. After
installing the converter kit, the vehicle can run on two kinds of fuel operating separately, they
are premium or gas (Bi-fuel).
In Indonesia, especially in Surabaya, there are some existing brands of converter kit, OMVL,
Landi Renzo, Tartarini, Blue Runner and Bendini. PT. Taxi Zebra, the biggest CNG (gas
fueled) consumer in Surabaya, use the converter kit called Tartarini on most of its fleet and
OMVL used in small part. While private cars use Landi Renzo, Bendini and OMVL.
The principal work of all converter kits is the same, the difference is only on dimension/ size
of the regulator. Landi Renzo has the biggest size with 200 mm regulator diameter, while
Bendini has the smallest, which is only 140 mm.
6
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CNG (gas fuel) storage tank existing in the market usually is the Faber brand made in Italy
with the 75 and 80 litre water capacity or capable to store gas as much as 16-17 LSP and 1920 LSP.
2.1.3 Technical Requirements of CNG Vehicles

The determination of the technical requirements of gas fueled vehicles is based on the
technical and law aspects. The technical consideration of the converted vehicles in order to use
CNG (gas fuel) should meet the technology values and should be in accordance with the
specification set by both the vehicles and CNG converter kit manufacturers. The law aspect
means that every vehicle using CNG (gas fuel) must meet legal requirements.
In the government regulation no. 44/1993 on Vehicles and Drivers, on Article 127(1) states as
follows: motorized vehicles must meet the feasibility to run which consists of:
1.

The exhaust emission of motorized vehicles

2.

The noise of motorized vehicles

3.

The main brake efficiency system

4.

The park brake efficiency system

5.

Front wheels narrow valves

6.

The sound level of the horn

7.

The main lamp light ability and direction

8.

The circle radius

9.

The speedometer

10. The working strength and endurance of outer wheels of each type, size and layer
11. The depth of outer wheel groove.
The Technical Requirements of CNG Usage on Motorized Vehicles is stated on
Transportation Minister Decree No. KM 64/1993.
2.1.4 CNG Microbuses Pilot Project
2.1.4.1 The Microbus Selection for CNG Experiment

Based on the agreement among the related institutions on the test drive project of gas fuel
Microbuses, KOPATAS is responsible to supply the Microbuses used for the test drive of gas
fuel (CNG) Microbuses by giving attention to some important aspects such as the age of the
vehicles which is not more than 5 years, the body and engine of the vehicles are in good
condition and the Microbuses trajectory is passing through or around the SPBG (Station of
refueling CNG/gas fuel).
The selection of Microbuses meeting those requirements was not done easily since on one
hand the age of most Microbuses operating in Surabaya is above 5 years and on the other
hand the owners of relatively new Microbuses are afraid to convert their vehicles to CNG as
they have a fear of explosion and they give no permission to modify their Microbuses to install
the large CNG tank. Table 2.2. provides the data of Microbuses used in the pilot project of
CNG Microbuses.
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Table 2.2: Data of Microbuses used in the CNG Microbuses.
Type of
Year of
Microbu Manufacturin
s
g
Daihatsu

1997

Police
Number
L-1986-DB

Espass
Toyota
Kijang

Route

BJ
(Benowo-Jembatan Merah)

1996

L-1979-BB

TV
(Joyoboyo-Balongsari)
(Joyoboyo-Darmo Permai)

Microbuses
Condition
The body and engine
are in very good
condition
The body and engine
are in very good
condition

(Joyoboyo-Manukan)
(Joyoboyo-Ngesong)
Suzuki
Carry

1995

L– 1798–DB

GT
(Gedongan-Pasar Taman)

The body is cukup
and the engine is
kurang baik

2.1.4.2 The CNG Converter Kit System Installation

The installation of CNG converter kit having two main components, the regulator and CNG
tank was done at WIDHIA, a service station which is experienced and authorized by related
institutions, and got one assistance from a technician from OMVL converter kit agent, which
was PT. Dwi Tunggal Putra under the supervision and technical assistance of Mechanical
Engineering FTI ITS. CNG (gas fuel) converter kit installed on the vehicles were adjusted to
the vehicle types and kept in accordance with the government regulation on CNG vehicles
and the installation way as recommended by the converter kit manufacturers.
The time required to install the tube, regulator and seat and bekled of the passenger space was
about 3 days. This was due to the lack of most appropriate, efficient and fastest modification
way. Based on the experience of installing the CNG converter kit on Microbuses and after
getting the placement gas tube pattern, the installation of CNG converter kit should take 1 –
1.5 days only.
The length of time to install the CNG converter kit affect the interest of Microbus owners in
using CNG (gas fuel), considering that while the Microbuses are in the service station, the
owners and the drivers can not make a living. It also held the impression that CNG converter
kit is complicated in the installation and maintenance.
2.1.4.3 The Regulator Installation

The installation and the placement of the converter kit regulator were adjusted with the
engine and carburetor position on each vehicle/Microbus. For Kijang, the engine and the
carburetor are placed on the front part of the vehicle body as well as sedan, therefore the
regulator was installed on the engine space in front of the steering space.
While for the Espass and Carry Microbuses, the regulator was installed under the driver seat.
Although the space is small and there is no other alternatives to choose an ideal placement,
some safety requirements should be met, for instance the regulator and gas transmission pipe
must be installed quite far and safe from the parts of engine that may produce spark which
may light up the gas in case of leakage.
8
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The regulator installation, practically did not take much time although the space was small.
The main problem of the gas pipe articulation from regulator to carburetor is the mixer
installation. The mixer is one of the important part of CNG converter kit system because the
design and the placement of mixer will determine the gas distribution and amount flowing
into the engine. The experience proved that the mixer size received from the converter kit
agent often not suitable to the size of carburetor nozzle, which required size adjustment by
doing some latching. The mixer size in the market usually suitable to sedan like the ones used
by PT. Zebra Taxi Nusantara, the "Ford" sedan. While for commercial vehicles like Kijang,
Espass and Suzuki, the size should be adjusted to the size of carburetor nozzle. It is not
difficult to produce our own mixer which are suitable to the existing carburetor. The pilot
project of CNG (gas fueled) Microbuses used two regulator brands, 2 OMVLs and 1 Landi
Renzo, both of them are made in Italy.
2.1.4.4 The CNG Filling Valve Installation

The installation of CNG filling valve is adjusted to the model and shape of the vehicles. For
Kijang, as the engine space is in front of the steering space like sedan, the filling valve was
placed on the engine space, considering that there is a lot of empty space there.
While for carry and Espass, the filling valve of CNG was placed parallel with the premium
refueling hole (on the side of vehicle body). The placement on this Microbuses is more
acceptable as it does not change the custom of the drivers in refueling, just like when they
used premium.
2.1.4.5 The Gas Tube/Cylinder Installation

The installation of CNG tube on public transportation/Microbuses is the most critical step,
considering there are some things to consider. Those things are:
1.

The tube placement must follow the regulations set by Transportation Minister No.
KM 64/1993, which are:
a.

The tanks should be installed on the protected position to minimize the damage
caused by any accident/collision.

b.

The tanks should be installed on protected position within the space limit of the
vehicle and should be placed in a way it will not disturb the stability in driving
the vehicles.

c.

It is not allowed to placed the tanks on the vehicle roof.

d.

The appropriate place to install the tanks on sedan type motorized vehicles is
inside the baggage space horizontally and placed as far as possible from the edges
of the vehicle.

e.

For other vehicles the appropriate place to install the tanks is behind the back
seat horizontally or beneath the vehicle and for the tanks placed beneath the
vehicles the effective minimum distance from the ground is not allowed to be
harmed.

2.

The size of tanks/tubes in the market has two choices, 80 liters of water capacity and
75 liters of water capacity, these sizes are suitable to the type of sedan.

3.

The additional tube on Microbus must not disturb the vehicles stability in
maneuvering, therefore it would be better to install it horizontally.
9
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4.

The tube installation on the passenger space must not decrease the usual number of
passengers carried by Microbuses. If the gas tube installation harms the number of
passengers, the saving and the gas purchasing will be in vain as it means that the
drivers lose their income from the passengers that they can carry before the
installation.

With all of those considerations above, one of the location that can and possible to install the
CNG (gas fuel) tubes is within and at the back of passenger space where a part of the tube
height arises above the deck of passenger space and the other part sticks out beneath the deck
of passenger space. Although half of CNG tube sticks out beneath the deck of passenger space,
the plate distance of CNG tube position is still above the lowest vehicle line from the ground
(ground clearance).
The test drive of CNG Microbus used the “FABER” CNG (gas fuel) tube, with 1 unit of 80
liter water capacity installed on Espass and 2 units 75 liter water capacity installed on Kijang
and Carry.
2.1.4.6 CNG Filling in the Gas Fuel Station (SPBG)

During the time of the CNG Microbuses pilot project, the gas filling was done at SPBG
owned by PT. Taxi Zebra Nusantara Tbk. Lyn BJ and TV used the SPBGs at Tanjung Sari,
Tandes, Surabaya Barat, while Lyn GT used SPBG at Berbek Industry - Rungkut, East
Surabaya.
The SPBG at Tanjungsari has three refueling pumps with 6 dispensers, 4 dispensers serving
Zebra Taxi and the 2 other serving the public. The SPBG at Berbek has 5 refueling pumps
with 10 dispensers, 2 dispensers are for the vehicles of non Zebra Taxi and other dispensers
serving the Zebra Taxi fleet. The dispensers used to serve non Zebra Taxi vehicles equipped
with CNG (gas fuel) meter and the price display that consumer must pay.
Besides the 2 SPBGs, PT. Zebra Taxi still has 2 other mobile filling gas station located on
Gunung Sari and around 1.5 km south of Joyoboyo Terminal and the other is on Pandegiling
at the south of Hotel Santika-Darmo Street. Both mobile filling gas stations are for Zebra
Taxi only because the dispensers are not equipped with gas meter and price.
The records of PT. Zebra Taxi Nusantara Tbk shows that in Surabaya, the number of non
Zebra Taxi vehicles using CNG (gas fuel) and using 2 SPBGs is only around 25 vehicles.
The time needed to refuel the CNG tubes with 75 liter water capacity and 200 bar pressure is
about 4 minutes, and as the number of non Zebra Taxi vehicles using CNG (gas fuel) is small
they don’t have to stand in line to refuel on SPBG owned by PT. Zebra Taxi Nusantara Tbk.
2.1.4.7 Fuel consumption for Microbuses

The test drive of CNG (gas fuel) Microbuses for more than 4 months supervised by
Mechanical Engineering FTI ITS was meant to get the fuel consumption data of CNG and
premium. The monitoring of the Microbuses using CNG (gas fuel) was done for 3 months
while for the premium fuel was done for 3 weeks in order to know the consumption
differences between the two types of fuel. Those differences will influence the economic
calculation in using CNG (gas fuel) for Microbuses.
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The determination of the 3 month monitoring time for CNG was not meant merely to
measure the Microbus CNG consumption but also used as a media to socialize the CNG
Microbuses in Surabaya, the feasibility study from the reliability, safety and practical points of
view. While for premium as the main fuel of Microbuses its reliability, safety and practical
points of view have already been tested, therefore the time of data taking for premium was
only 3 weeks.
In order to examine the Microbus fuel consumption and to monitor the usage of CNG and
premium, the exhaust emission test was done to get the correct mix of fuel and air and to find
out the exhaust emission differrences of the two types of fuel. The exhaust gas test was done to
obtain data on CO, HC, Co2 and λ (showing the mix of the air-fuel). In order to avoid the
change from regulating λ (usually done by adjusting the air supply, ignition side and platina
hole) after getting the correct mix of air and fuel based on the display of the exhaust gas
analysis equipment, the equipment such as carburetor and distributor was then sealed to make
the vehicle engine parameter change impossible to occur during the time of monitoring.
The fuel consumption examination on Microbuses was done in the condition λ around 0,951 where in this condition the biggest torque could be obtained even it was not in the
maximum efficiency condition. If the setting of λ is around 1 - 1,1 the maximum efficiency
could be achieved but the torque would be less. Motorized vehicles prefer to use the first
standard as it is related closely to the vehicle speed. While generally the vehicle exhaust
emission condition shows the low result at around 0,95 - 1,1.
The reference or emission test recommendation obtained from Espass, Kijang and Carry
manufacturers was only on the result of exhaust gas of CO, in which the result was not
equipped by the condition/test parameter. On the other hand, the working test and exhaust
emission from each CNG converter kit, Landi Renzo and OMVL did not obtain the
information, data and setting from the regulator to get the optimum condition between the
high work and low exhaust emission. Therefore the fuel usage test on Microbuses was done
with the test reference to get the best condition for Microbuses where the maximum torque
condition is more important than the maximum efficiency as it is related to the vehicle
acceleration which refers to the driver comfort. The vehicle adjustment on the torque
condition or the best acceleration is a reasonable choice considering Microbuses must stop and
start at very high frequency. If the Microbus torque is slow, the Microbus activity in serving
the passengers will slow down and the driver will feel uncomfortable.
Table 2.3a: The fuel consumption monitoring result and the exhaust emission test
for Toyota Kijang Microbuses.
Perimeter

CNG

Torque (rpm)

Idle (760)

2510

Idle (820)

2000

CO2 (%)

10.4

11.1

13.9

14.4

CO (%)

0.10

0.28

0.38

0.85

HC (ppm)

373

277

533

101

O2

0

0

0

0

Fuel consumption (km/lsp or km/liter)

9.01

8.92

(11 lsp CNG/ 100 km)

(11.2 l/ 100 km)

Average distance per day (km)

207

Average fuel needs per day

23 lsp CNG

Premium

23.2 liters premium
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Table 2.3b: The fuel consumption monitoring result and the exhaust emission test
for Daihatsu Espass Microbuses.
Perimeter

CNG

Premium

Torque (rpm)

Idle (± 750)

2500

Idle (900)

1890

CO2 (%)

11.4

10.9

13.7

14.1

CO (%)

0.04

0.08

0.16

1.22

HC (ppm)

226

130

409

108

O2

0

0

0

0

Fuel consumption (lsp or liter)

9.4

9.2

(10.6 lsp CNG / 100 km)

(10.9 l / 100 km)

Average distance per day (km)

196

Average fuel needs per day

21 lsp CNG

21.3 liter premium

Table 2.3c: The fuel consumption monitoring result and the exhaust emission test
for Suzuki Carry Microbuses.
Perimeter

CNG

Premium

Torque (rpm)

920

2570

780

2550

CO2 (%)

7.6

10.5

7.7

11.7

CO (%)

0.66

0.96

1.66

2.42

HC (ppm)

801

101

311

182

O2

0

0

0

0

Fuel consumption (lsp or liter)

8.33

----

(12 lsp CNG/100 km)
Average distance per day(km)

111

Average fuel needs per day

13.3 lsp CNG

----

Based on the exhaust emission test and the monitoring result the Suzuki Carry Microbuses
condition shows the engine condition that is not so good, which can be seen from the high
concentrate of CO and HC exhaust gas, on the other hand, the value of CO2 is low. This will
directly influence the wasteful fuel consumption. The CO2 value which is less than 12 % for
premium shows the imperfectness of combustion process at combustion room, this may be
caused by some factors such as the piston ring leakage and the bad ignition process.
While the two other Microbuses the vehicles engines are still in good condition dan the
exhaust emission is quite low and the fuel consumption is economic.
From the tables above, the conclusion is that the CNG (gas fuel) consumption can save a
small money comparing to premium with the difference less than 1,5 %. The difference is
caused by the more perfect gas combustion process in the combustion room comparing to
premium and or the Microbus burden difference in passenger number during their operation
time.
2.1.4.8 Techinical things to consider on CNG Microbuses

Although the installation of CNG (gas fuel) converter kit does not directly change the
Microbus engine and body, 70 kg CNG tube installed will influence the Microbus condition.
12
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Some points that must be considered in the using the CNG (gas fuel) on Microbuses are as
follows:
•

CNG (gas fuel) tube installed at the back of the vehicles with 70 kg of weight will change
the weight point position on the vehicles, the weight point will move backwards from the
previous condition. The consequence of this condition is that the back part of the vehicle
will seem lower than the front part because of the additional burden of CNG tube. This
condition can be seen clearly if the Microbus is filled with passengers. To overcome the
condition it is necessary to change the suspension system at the back of the vehicles, by
increasing the peer position and shock breaker so that the height of the back from the
Microbus will be back to the original position.

•

With the additional burden of CNG (gas fueled) tube at the back of the vehicles the usage
age of shock breaker will be less than the normal condition (by using premium). Based on
the experience of PT. Taxi Zebra Nusantara Tbk, the additional gas tube weight of sedan
will be less half. Once in every six to eight months, Zebra Taxi vehicles must be repaired
or changed with the new one. While with the Taxi - non CNG (gas fuel) vehicles the
usage age of the shock breaker lasts until 12 -14 months or almost twice as much.

•

Based on the experience of others who have used CNG (gas fueled), vehicles using CNG
need to clean the air filter more often than those using premium as CNG (gas fuel) is very
sensitive to the air supply or dirty air. Therefore it is recommended to clean the air filter at
least once in every 2 weeks. The more often the air filter cleaning, the better it will be
since Microbuses operate on dusty streets. The indications of a dirty air filter does not go
smoothly when the gas pedal is pushed. Compressors or the air filter cleaners are available
in every SPBG owned by PT. Zebra Taxi Nusantara Tbk.

•

Besides the air filter cleaning which is more often than vehicles using premium, the
technical age of the air filter will decrease. While for taxis/other vehicles the air filter is
replaced with the new one every 40.000 km, by using CNG (gas fuel), the replacement
must be done every less than 30.000 km.

•

The use of CNG (gas fuel) on the premium vehicle will make the engine last longer and
the plug with the new one will be longer than usual. For the public transportation like
taxis, the plug replacement is normally done once in every 3 months while by using CNG
(gas fuel), the plug replacement can be done once in every 6 months. Comparing to
premium, without any existence of Pb in CNG (gas fuel) the plug will last longer, the
exhaust pipe will last longer too, as Pb has a tendency to damage the plug and exhaust
pipe.

•

The CNG (gas fuel) usage will make the oil technical age last longer, therefore by using
CNG (gas fuel) the oil replacement can be done more seldom twice than the vehicle trip
lengths. Most public transportation using Mesran Super can be used up to 3000 kms by
using premium. By using CNG (gas fuel) the oil replacement can be done after 6000 km
of Microbus trip length.

•

By using CNG (gas fuel), there will an engine temperature increase, however the increase
is still within the allowed limit and it will not damage the engine components.
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2.1.4.9 Some experience in Using CNG During the Experiment

During the test drive of CNG Microbuses for around four months, the Mechanical
Engineering FTI ITS has recorded some technical problems faced by Microbus owners and
drivers.
•

On the second week of the CNG (gas fuel) Microbuses test drive, an Espass Microbus hit
another Microbus on Benowo line. Because of the damage, the Microbus had to be
repaired at Karoseri Bumi Palapa and be installed with the bigger tube type with 80 liter
capacity or as much as 10-21 liter of premium (LSP). On this collision the CNG system
did not suffer from any damage. This event gave a valuable experience for other
Microbuses that CNG (gas fuel) is safe to install on Microbuses.

•

During the test drive, a Kijang Microbus has a CNG (gas fuel) pipe leak on the operation
caused by one loose articulation. The repair and gas leak test could be done well. This
event shows that the possibility of gas leakage leading to an explosion or fire is small.

•

Based on the experience and the opinion of Microbus drivers CNG (gas fueled) Microbus
has been proved to be endure from flood and the engine does not stop easily comparing to
premium. The operational working performance on rainy days even much better. It is
related to the nature of CNG (gas fuel) that on rainy days the temperature of the
surrounding will be lower, therefore the gas mass density will be higher.

•

The change in habitual air filter cleaning which is more often in CNG (gas fuel) usage
than premium is not a problem for Microbus drivers/owners. In fact, there are drivers who
clean the air filter once in a week, more often than they were recommended to do. The
pressured air facility is available in every SPBG of PT Taxi Zebra, this makes the air filter
cleaning process can be done at the time CNG refueling.

Those experience above has always been delivered in every CNG (gas fuel) socialization to the
Microbus drivers, owners and lyn committee in Surabaya to eliminate the unreasonable
worries especially of the CNG safety.
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2.2

Economical Feasibility of CNG Usage for Microbuses

The continuity of CNG for Microbuses project will depend on the economic feasibility. The
advantage of CNG (gas fuel) usage is the cheap price of CNG comparing to premium with
the difference as much as Rp 550,- per liter equals to premium (LSP).
On the other hand, the problem of CNG usage socialization the expensive price of CNG
converter kit which is around Rp. 6.250.000,- per unit. (the price is deeply influenced by US
dollars fluctuation). That price is for vehicles that do not need to do too many modification,
for instance the installation on sedan or private Kijang. For the installation on Microbuses,
there is an additional charge to make the tube places by making holes on the deck of the
passenger space and the additional/modification of passenger seats. The prediction of the total
cost in installing the converter kit on Microbuses is shown on Table 2.4.
Table2.4: Initial investment to converse premium Microbuses to CNG Microbuses
Expense items
CNG Converter kit purchase

Total
*)

Rp 6.250.000

Vehicle modification to place the tube

Rp 200.000

Passenger seats modification

Rp 150.000

Shock breaker base modification

Rp 150.000

Replacement of some main parts of the engine (plug, air
filter)

Rp 75.000

Total

Rp 6.825.000

*) CNG converter kit price based on 1 US $ = Rp 7.000,- and retail price.

Besides the CNG converter kit installing cost at the early time of CNG usage having a fixed
nature as investment, the change of premium fuel to gas will influence the Microbus
operational cost. The difference of the operational cost between the CNG and the premium
Microbuses can be seen at Table 2.5. For the economy evaluation, the operational cost of
Microbuses is divided in two different Scenarios, they are:
1. Scenario A: by using the existing fuel price, the CNG price is Rp 450,-/lsp and the
premium price is Rp 1000.-/litre, and
2. Scenario B: considering that the fuel price is no longer subsidized by the government
(by 2003) as stated in the “Letter of Intent” signed by the government of RI and IMF,
the CNG price is Rp 700,-/lsp and the premium price is Rp 1800,-/litre.
For all Scenarios it is assumed that the economy value of CNG kit is counted for 5 years with
the remaining converter kit value by the end of the fifth year is 35% from the original price
(Rp 2.388.750,-).
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2.2.1 Economic Analysis for Scenario A: present fuel price

Using the existing fuel price standard, the price of CNG is Rp 450.-/ lsp and the premium is
Rp 1000,-/litre.
Table 2.5a: The operational cost difference per year between CNG Microbuses and
premium Microbuses with the assumed trip length of 200 km per day (Espass dan
Kijang).
Operational cost
items

CNG operational
cost (Rp)

Premium
operational cost
(Rp)

Netto Saving
(Rp)

CNG kit depreciation

887250

-

-887250

Fuel (67000 km/year)

3350000

7444445

4094445

Engine Oil Replacement

357335

714670

357335

Plug replacement

80400

160800

80400

Exhaust pipe
replacement

100000

166670

66670

Air filter replacement

201000

150750

-50250

Additional maintenance
cost of the new
technology

-150000

-

-150000

Total saving per year

3.511.350

Table 2.5b: The operational cost difference per year between CNG Microbuses and
premium Microbuses with the assumed trip length of 110 km (Carry GT).
Operational cost
items

CNG operational
cost (Rp)

Premium
operational cost
(Rp)

Netto Saving
(Rp)

CNG kit depreciation

887250

-

-887250

Fuel (36960 km/year)

1848000

4106670

2258670

Engine Oil
Replacement

197120

394240

197120

Plug replacement

48000

88705

40705

Exhaust pipe
replacement

100000

166670

66670

Air filter replacement

110880

83160

-27720

Additional
maintenance cost of the
new technology

150000

-

-150000

Total saving per year

1.498.195
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2.2.2 Economic Analysis for Scenario B: the fuel is not subsidized by the
Government

Using the fuel price standard that is not subsidized by the government, the price of CNG is
Rp 700.-/ lsp and the premium is Rp 1800,-/liter.
Table 2.6a. The operational cost difference per year between CNG Microbuses and
premium Microbuses with the assumed trip length of 200 km (Espass & Kijang).
Operational cost
items

CNG operational
cost (Rp)

Premium
operational cost
(Rp)

Net Saving (Rp)

CNG kit depreciation

887250

-

-887250

Fuel (67000 km/year)

5211115

13400000

8188885

Engine Oil
Replacement

357335

714670

357335

Plug replacement

80400

160800

80400

Exhaust pipe
replacement

100000

166670

66670

Exhaust pipe
replacement

201000

150750

-50250

Additional
maintenance cost of the
new technology

-150000

-

-150000

Total saving per year

7.605.790

Table 2.6b: The operational cost difference per year between CNG Microbuses and
premium Microbuses with the assumed trip length 110 km (Carry GT).
Operational cost
items

CNG operational
cost (Rp)

Premium
operational cost
(Rp)

Net Saving (Rp)

CNG kit depreciation

887250

-

-887250

Fuel (36960 km/year)

2874670

7392000

4517340

Engine Oil
Replacement

197120

394240

197120

Plug replacement

48000

88705

40705

Exhaust pipe
replacement

100000

166670

66670

Exhaust pipe
replacement

110880

83160

-27720

Additional
maintenance cost of
the new technology

150000

-

-150000

Total saving per year

3.756.865
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2.2.3 CNG Converter Kit Credit Scenario

Based on the survey done by students of Mechanical Engineering FTI ITS to the drivers and
the Microbus owners almost all of the respondent stated that they want the credit with
instalment term from 2 to 3 years and the monthly insurance of Rp. 250.000 - Rp. 275.000,-.
Table 2.7a. The monthly average saving, Credit payment for 2 year instalment and
BEP of CNG Microbuses in comparison with premium.
Saving/month(Rp)

Scenario
(Microbus trip
length /day)
Scenario A

**)

Instalment
credit/month
(Rp)

I = 6%

I = 12%

320695

358030

BEP

BEP

(month)

(month)

i = 6%

i = 12%

18

22

38

41

8

10

13

15

*)

200 km/day

367570

110 km/day

198790

Scenario B

**)

Instalment
credit/month
(Rp)

*)

200 km/day

709790

110 km/day

387010

320695

358030

Note: *) Scenario A: based on the premium price of Rp 1000/litre and CNG of Rp 450/lsp
Scenario B based on the premium price and CNG without the subsidy Rp 1800 and Rp 700 respectively
**) The price of converter kit Rp 6825000,- with 2 year instalment

Table 2.7b: The monthly average saving, Credit payment for 3 year instalment and
BEP of CNG Microbuses in comparison with premium.
Scenario

Saving/month

(Microbus trip
length /day)

(Rp)

Scenario A

**)

Instalment
credit/month
(Rp)

I = 6%

I = 12%

225800

266350

BEP

BEP

(month)

(month)

i = 6%

i = 12%

18

22

38

41

8

10

13

15

*)

200 km/ day

367570

110 km/ day

198790

Scenario B

**)

Instalment
credit/month
(Rp)

*)

200 km/ day

709790

110 km/ day

387010

225800

266350

Note: *) Scenario A: based on the premium price of Rp 1000/litre and CNG Rp 450/lsp
Scenario B based on the premium price and CNG without subsidy as much as Rp 1800 and Rp 700 respectively
**) The converter kit price is Rp 6,825,000,- with 3 year instalment

Based on Table 2.4 to 2.7, the conclusion that can be drawn is the more Microbuses consume
fuel every day, the more saving can be achieved every day comparing to premium Microbuses.
From the three CNG Microbuses it can be seen that with the trip length per day more than
200 km or equals to around 22 litre fuel consumption therefore based on the existing fuel
price, the saving will be as much as Rp. 3.511.350 every year or the capital return will be
around 18 months (for 6% of interest) and 22 months (for 12% of interest).
For Suzuki Cary - GT Microbuses with the trip length of 110 km/day or 12 litres/day of fuel
consumption, based on the existing fuel price the saving will be as much as Rp. 1.498.195,-
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per year or the capital return will be around 38 months (for 6% of interest) and 41 months
(for 12% of interest).
Considering the age of vehicles/Microbuses and converter kit that can last to10 years (installed
on new Microbuses/vehicles) the capital return will be around 3 years and it is good from the
economy point of view. While for modified Microbuses, the age limit of less than 5 year
Microbuses can be set as a standard generally to get the economical advantage.
2.2.4 The CNG Price in Surabaya

The critical problem in socializing and executing the CNG Microbuses program in Surabaya
is the the fix price of CNG in Surabaya. Based on the information from Pertamina and PGN
(Government gas company) the price existing in Surabaya is not the real price, in a way that
the price is still under the price set by ARBNI the natural gas producer (see Table 2.8). The
CNG price in Jakarta and Medan which is only Rp. 450,-/lsp is possible since the gas source is
from PERTAMINA (the exploration and production divisions) while CNG sold in Surabaya
comes from ARBNI with the natural gas standard as much as US$ 2,16 MMBTU.
Table 2.8: The gas selling price from PGN in Surabaya/East Java based on the
consumers.
Category

Price formula

Selling price

Industry I

US $ 2.16 + Rp 200/m3

Rp 715,-

Industry II

US $ 2.16 + Rp 190/m3

Rp 705,-

Industry III

US $ 2.16 + Rp 160/m3

Rp 675,-

Commercial
Building

Rp 800,-

Housing

Rp 600,-

Simple Housing

Rp 400,-

*)

Note:
•
Price formula consists of the gas buying price from ARBNI and the transmission service charged by PGN
•
The amount of the transmission service depends on the gas consumption by the industry – the bigger the gas
consumption, the smaller the charge for the transmission service is.
*) 1 US $ = Rp 7000,-

Based on the price list above, the price of CNG in Surabaya is under the buying price. The
Legal Note from the General Director of Oil and Natural Gas No. 403/DMO/1999 states:
1.

The Financial Department/Government do not subsidize the gas fuel, this is why the
request letter of the Director of Pertamina on 21 April 1999 No. 455/C0000/99-S4
on the CNG subsidy request in Surabaya was rejected by the Financial Department

2.

The Financial Department suggested to arrange some agreement of the CNG price
setting between PERTAMINA and PGN or raise the gas price according to the gas
price which is US $ 2.16 MMBTU.

The Governor of East Java has sent a letter to the Finance Minister on December 31, 1999
No. 545/14551/022/1999 about the CNG subsidy request in East Java there is still no fixed
CNG price in Surabaya until today.
The fuel price/power is very difficult to predict in an exact way considering the power price is
determined by the government especially for BBM price (with the existing subsidized
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condition) and on the other hand, the gas selling price is not subsidized by the government
and the gas purchase from the gas producer (foreign operator) is based on US$ currency.
Within a not very long term, the government will consistently reduce the BBM price subsidy
causing the BBM price raise until the time when the government does not subsidize the BBM
price. Based on the agreement with IMF, by 2003 there will be nomore subsidy for BBM
price.
Based on the source from PERTAMINA, the cost of supplying the premium in the country is
Rp. 1.800/litre and CNG is Rp. 700,-/liter. If the economical calculation is based on BBM
and CNG price without subsidy above, the price difference per litre will be equal to premium,
which is Rp. 1.100,-. Therefore the CNG prospect in the future will be better, not only have
the economical advantage but also friendly to the environment.
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2.3

The Safety Feasibility of CNG Usage for Microbuses

Safety consideration is a very important part of the CNG converter kit installation on
Microbuses. Those considerations are:
1.

The Technical Requirement of CNG Usage on Motorized Vehicles stated in the
Transportation Minister Decree No. KM 64 1993 must be met by all for teh sake of
safety.

2.

CNG (gas fuel) is a new technology for Microbuses although the technology content
of the converter kit is not too sophisticated.

3.

The CNG (gas fuel) treatment must be done in a more careful way considering the
gas nature which is easily leak comparing to the liquid fuel.

4.

The impression of CNG (gas fuel) for the public is not so good, considering the gas
explosion of LPG in the kitchen which is quite often caused by the user carelessness
and the bad ventilation. While the public knowledge of the gas is little, which is why
methane as the main fraction of CNG is considered to be the same as LPG with
propane and buthane as its main fraction.

2.3.1 The Safety of CNG tubes

Considering the important points above the technical and non technical factors such as the
requirements/demands of the owners/drivers that with the additional tube on vehicles they
still can carry at least the same number of passengers as before the installation tehrefore the
possible space to install the tube is in the passengers space/back cabin. Although technically,
Microbuses such as Kijang and Espass can bring 12 passengers only but in the rush hours the
Microbuses is capable to carry 18 - 20 passengers including the drivers and his assistant.
The placement of CNG tube at the back of Microbuses may be not safe at the time of
collision considering it does not have any sufficient shield - only the dumper made of
fiber/plate and the vehicles/Microbuses body plate. To improve and increase the safety of
CNG tube from any collision from the back, the additional iron dumper can be placed at the
back of Microbus body.
The CNG tube manufacturers - Faber from Italy has considered the safety aspect of the
accident therefore in Italy the CNG tubes have gone through the crash test by dropping the
tube from more than 90 feet height where the condition equals to a car crash on 70 km/hour
of speed. On its operation, Microbuses are usually run at the speed not more than 60
km/hour, considering the road condition which is not so good and the frequent of stopping
and going to carry/drop the passengers
2.3.2 The Safety System to the Gas Leak

The safety equipment available on various brands of converter kit, is basically the same, the
difference is only on the design of safety system. Some safety systems installed on CNG
installation are as follows:
1.

The filling valve with a bursting disc (safety plate) having the working ability up to
220 bars, therefore if there is a gas pressure passing the filling valve is more than 220
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bars the bursting disc will break and the gas cannot flow into the CNG tube. The
bursting disc keeps the tank from being over pressured
2.

The CNG tank is made of chrome molybdenum steel which has been tested and
sealed by an emer valve and a bursting disc. The bursting disc will break if there is an
over pressured condition inside CNG tank. Therefore if there is no extreme collision
or pressure increase caused by over heating, the tank will not explode, but the
bursting disc will break and the gas flows to the air since the density is lower than air.

3.

At the first stage diaphragm on regulator, there is a safety valve spring that will open
(leak) if there is an over pressured gas condition at the first stage, so the over
pressured gas will not flow into the combustion room.

4.

The possibility of gas leak from the tube placed on the passenger cabin can be
avoided by installing the vapour gas to throw the gas leak from the valve and tube
articulation and the pipes on passengers cabin out of the cabin. Without the vapour
bag, in case of gas leak on the articulation of valve and tube articulation on the
passenger cabin is not dangerous since the gas leak will directly flow into the air
considering the density of gas is only half of the air density. The possibility of gas
accumulation inside the Microbus is small since there are many open windows on
the operation making the air circulation fast.

5.

The electronic fuel .selector switch has a timer switch and ignition censor related
between the coil and gas solenoid to cut the electric flow to solenoid when there is
no ignition. So if the engine suddenly stops then the gas flow will stop directly.

6.

The fuse installed to protect the electronic fuel selector switch to the short contact
that possible to happen caused by the electric flow from the batteries
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2.4

Social Feasibility of CNG Usage for Microbuses

The CNG usage on Microbuses will cause the social impact both to the Microbus users
(passengers), drivers and owners considering the gas socialization as motorized vehicle fuel
inside the Microbuses environment is very small and limited. As part of the CNG Microbuses
test drive, Mechanical Engineering ITS distributed the questionnaires to three related groups,
the passengers, drivers and owners.
Methodology of the distribution and fiiling of the questionnaire as follows:
2.4.1 Questionnaires distributed to passengers

Questionnaires consisting of 10 short questions distributed by Mechanical Engineering
Students of FTI ITS to the passengers on operating Microbuses. Considering the limited time
of passengers in the Microbuses they could only answer the multiple choice questions.
Questionnaires given randomly to from 3 to 4 passengers in every trip/route. The
questionnaires distribution time is divided into three parts, in the morning, afternoon and
evening and hopefully could represent all Microbus passengers in Surabaya. The total number
of questionnaires distributed to Microbus passengers is around 30 for every lyn.
Some important result/findings that can be concluded from the Microbus passenger are as
follows:
1.

The public response to the passenger seat change on Microbuses: most of them
(40%) of the lyn TV passengers filling the questionnaires state that the
arrangement of the new seats cause the feeling of smaller space and difficult for
them to get on and off the Microbuses. The complaint caused by the trajectory
served by Lyn TV is mostly people with higher level of economy and education
who realize the comfort aspect in Microbuses. While the passenger response from
lyn BJ and GT, most of them (>33%) state that they do not have any problem to
the new arrangement of passenger seats. This is understandable considering the
passengers served by lyn GT and BJ are people with lower level of economy and
education background such as factory workers, sellers working at the market so they
do not understand the comfort aspect, and the most important thing is that they
can reach their destinations faster.
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Graph 2.1: CNG Microbus Passenger Response to the seat arrangement change on
Microbuses.
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The response to the CNG (gas fuel) Microbus is most of them (> 43%) say they
will keep on using CNG Microbus because they feel sure that CNG is safe for
Microbuses while less of 13% of the respondents refuse to use CNG Microbuses
because they feel afraid. Based on the drivers experience, they have never found any
passengers who refuse to use CNG Microbuses. This is probably because almost all
of the passengers do not know that the Microbus is using CNG (gas fuel).

Graph 2.2: Potential Microbus passenger response when they find / are offered to
use CNG Microbuses.
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what is your response ?
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3.

Almost half of the Microbus passengers of Lyn BJ and TV understand that CNG
(gas fuel) produces fewer pollutant comparing to premium while almost a half of
passengers on Lyn GT say that premium is cleaner than CNG (gas fuel).

Graph 2.3: Microbus passenger response to the pollution from vehicles using
gasoline and CNG.
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4. More than half (>60 %) of the respondents agree and agree so much to the CNG
Microbuses program in Surabaya.

Graph 2.4: Microbus passenger response to the CNG Microbuses program.
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2.4.2 Questionnaires distributed to Microbus owners

The questionnaires distributes to Microbus owners consist of 25 questions, 17 multiple choice
numbers and the rest is essay. Questionnaires distributed by students of Mechanical
Engineering of FTI ITS to all Microbus owners with their assistance if there is any difficulty
in answering the questions.
The important results that can be concluded from the Microbus owners on CNG (gas fuel)
Microbuses are as follows:
1. The owners response to the CNG tube placement on vehicles divided into 3
categories, 33,3% saying it is very good, 33% saying it is good and the rest saying it
is quite good.
2. The owners response to the new/modified arrangement of passenger seats is: 67% say
it is quite good and the rest says it is very good.
3. All the CNG Microbus owners respondent say that the working cycle of CNG
Microbuses is very good and satisfying comparing to premium.
4. 66,6% of Microbus owners receive the Microbus rent fee as much as Rp. 50.000 to
Rp. 60.000 every day while the other receive less than Rp. 40.000,5. The prediction of the additional income from the saving of CNG purchase is
determined by the vehicle fuel consumption in which the saving is around Rp.
14.000 - Rp. 16.000 could happen to Lyn TV and BJ, while Lyn GT could only save
Rp. 8.000 - Rp.10.000.
6. All Microbus owners respondent say that they have received the additional income
from the saving of fuel buying. For example: for Lyn BJ, the owners have received
the additional income as much as Rp. 10.000,- comparing to premium.

Graph 2.5: Microbus owner response to the tube placement on Microbuses.
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7. All Microbus owners choose KOPATAS as an institution that gives the 3 year credit and
monthly insurance as much as Rp. 250.000 - Rp. 275.000.
8. All of Microbus owners will suggest their colleagues to use CNG.
9. The 8 essays distributed to the Microbus owners can be concluded as:
a.

Microbuses begin to work from 05.00 - 06.00 WIB and back to the owners around
19.00 WIB.

b.

Microbuses operate more than 28 days in a month.

c.

Microbus owners have prepared the monthly budget for their vehicle maintenance as
much as Rp. 200.000 - Rp.250.000,-.

d.

During the test drive for CNG (gas fuel) Microbuses the engine components that
had to be checked very often are the air filter which is twice a week and the radiator
water and the oil as well.

2.4.3 Questionnaires distributed to Microbus drivers

Questionnaires distributed to Microbus drivers consist of 21 questions, 13 of them are
multiple choices and the rest of it is essay. The questionnaires for Microbus drivers who have
the experience in driving CNG Microbuses were distributed by students of Mechanical
Engineering FTI ITS. The questionnaire filling was done by the drivers when they were in
line to get passengers in terminals and assisted by students of Mechanical Engineering of FTI
ITS.
Some important result concluded from the drivers on CNG Microbuses are as follows:
1.

The driver response to passenger reaction on seat arrangement change on vehicles are
58,3% saying no problem, 35,0% saying they feel more comfortable and a few
(<16,7%) saying they feel strange whit the new modification.

2.

All CNG Microbus drivers say that the working cycle of CNG Microbus comparing
to premium is very good.

3.

The prediction of the additional income amount of the saving from CNG purchase
is determined by the vehicle fuel consumption with the saving amount around Rp.
14.000 - 16.000 for Lyn TV and BJ and Rp. 8.000 - Rp. 10.000,- for lyn GT.

4.

All Microbus drivers say that the additional income of the saving from CNG
purchase has already distributed to Microbus owners.

5.

One of the eight drivers say that there are passengers who changed their minds when
they learnt that the Microbuses using CNG (gas fueled).

6.

The passenger reactions when they knew that Microbus was refuelling CNG at
SBPGs are as follow: 25% did not care much about it and did not react to the fuel
used on Microbuses. 50% asked the driver about CNG considering that Microbus
refuelling was not done at the usual place/premium and the rest of them felt
surprised when they knew that Microbuses could run on CNG (gas fuel).
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Graph 2.6: CNG Microbus driver response to the shape and the new arrangement
seat.
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Graph 2.7: CNG Microbus passenger response to the CNG refueling in SPBGs.
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The essay questions answered by the drivers can be concluded as follows:
a.

Only 1 out of 8 who complained and felt that the CNG torque is slower than
premium.

b.

Only a few of drivers complained about the frequent air filter cleaning that is
almost twice in every week.

c.

The number of SPBGs is too small, this makes the gas refueling is difficult to
do.
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2.5

The environmental feasibility of CNG Usage for Microbuses

The CNG Microbus pilot project has economical advantages for the owners and drivers and
the other advantage, is that it is accepted by the public. By using CNG (gas fuel) the public
will get the benefit of cleaner air comparing to premium usage. As shown in Table 2.3.a.-c the
concentrate of exhaust gas produced by CNG Microbuses is less than premium.
2.5.1 CO2 Emission

The amount of CO2 emission produced by a complete combustion merely depends on the fuel
composition especially the C and H substance on the fuel. For CNG with the main
component of methane (CH4) will produce exhaust gas of CO2 less than premium where
usually the mix of complicated hydrocarbon plus the additive substance (if it is assumed by
iso-octane the premium will have the chemical formula of C8H7). If the fuel only contains the
C substance during the combustion time with the air completely, it will produce about 21%
of CO2 (dry basis) in the exhaust gas while CNG in Surabaya will produce around 12% and
premium around 18%. So the replacement of premium with CNG (gas fuel) will produce the
emission decrease of CO2 around 30% considering that premium has higher carbon
concentrate than CNG (gas fuel).
In practice, the ideal value can never be achieved. The combustion at the rich or poor mixed
will decrease the concentrate of CO2 in the exhaust gas. As shown in Table 4.3. a-c that on
CNG Microbuses the CO2 produced must be higher than 9-10% and for premium is more
than 12%. The value of CO2 which is close to CO2 combusted completely shows the
completeness of combustion in the engine combustion room.
The replacement of premium into CNG (gas fuel) produce less CO2 substance in the
Microbus smoke around 20-25%. The measurement is done as an indicator whether the
exhaust gas system is leaking or not. The exhaust gas emission of CO2 is believed as one of the
gas causing the global warming.
2.5.2 CO Emission

CO emission occurs in vehicle exhaust gas because of the incomplete combustion in the
combustion room. This incomplete combustion producing CO caused by lack of air/oxygen
in the fuel and air mix. To minimize the CO concrete in exhaust gas the vehicle engine tuning
up needs to be done to attain an ideal mix. (λ = 1). The fuel type gives a little influence to the
CO gas emission on the gas smoke.
Table 4.3 shows that CO emission produced by CNG is a bit smaller comparing to premium
with the condition of the same fuel and air mix. CO produced by CNG vehicles is around 1/3
smaller comparing to premium vehicles.
2.5.3 HC Emission

Almost the same as the formation of CO emission, the formation of Hydro Carbon (HC)
emission is also influenced by the condition of fuel and air mix and the condition of the
engine operation. For the too rich or too poor mix the HC concentrate in vehicle exhaust gas
will increase rapidly, as well as the vehicle operation condition. When the vehicle is in the idle
condition caused by the combustion room condition is not too hot the HC production on the
exhaust gas will be high, by contrast when the engine is in higher idle many energy will be
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released in the combustion room therefore the temperature in the combustion room will be
higher which can reduce the formation of HC emission.
The number of HC emission produced by CNG vehicles also shows the lower result
comparing to premium Microbuses. The microbus exhaust gas test shows the result that HC
emission of CNG mikrobus is smaller, around 50% comparing to premium.
2.5.4 Pb, SOx and NOX Emissions

The exhaust gas emission of Pb, SOx and NOX from Microbuses was not measured
considering the limited of gas analyzer equipment owned by PT. Astra International Daihatsu. However CNG will not produce Pb and SOx pollutants, considering that CNG
does not have Pb concentrate like Premium. For premium Pb is intentionally added to raise
the octane number as the significant perimeter in choosing fuel for spark ignition engines.
While CNG consisting of methane mostly has the octane number around 120, comparing to
premium which has only 88 of octane number.
The Pb added to premium is 0,3 gram/litre in maximum and not only having a bad impact to
the human brain development especially children but also causing damage to the exhaust gas
system and the vehicle plug.
The Sulphur concentrate on CNG is almost zero, while premium contains Sulphur as much
as 0.2% (weight) in maximum - based on the specification issued by Pertamina. If the fuel
contains sulphur the SOx will occur in the exhaust gas. Although for NOx there is no
measurement, based on the existing study the formation of NOx in CNG is smaller than
premium.
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3.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

Conclusion

3.2

1.

From the technical, economy, social and environmental evaluation, CNG is feasible
to use as an alternative fuel on Microbuses in Surabaya, especially the trajectories
passing through or nearby SPBG.

2.

Microbuses/vehicles with the trip length of more than 200km/day or equals to the
fuel consumption around 23 litres (Kijang-TV and Espass-BJ) therefore based on
the existing fuel price, the annual saving will be Rp. 3.511.350,- or the term of
capital return is around 18 months (for the 6% of interest) and 22 months (for
12% of interest).

3.

While for Microbuses/vehicles with the trip length of 110 km/day or fuel
consumption of 12 litres per day (Carry-GT) based on the existing fuel price, the
annual saving will be Rp. 1.498.195 or the term of capital return is around 38
months (for 6% of interest) and 41 months (for 12% of interest).

4.

With the age of Microbuses/vehicles and converter kit up to 10 years (as installed
on new Microbuses/vehicles) the term of capital return will be around 3 years
therefore it is economically feasible. While for the modified Microbuses with the
age limit less than 5 years can be set as a general standard to get the economical
advantage.

5.

The replacement of premium with CNG will reduce the exhaust gas pollutants of
CO2, CO and HC respectively 30%, 63% and 52%.

Recommendations

Based on the CNG Microbus study, there are things to recommend:
1. Considering the CNG usage on Microbuses in Surabaya is very feasible from the
technical, economy, social and environment points of view therefore the government
needs to support the implementation and development of CNG Microbuses
program in Surabaya. This program will be more successful if supported by lower
interest credit (less than 12%) and the incentive given to Microbus owners such as by
reducing the charges of BBNKB (the tax of changing the name on vehicles), PKB
(the tax for vehicles) or KIR for vehicles.
2. CNG (gas fuel) Microbuses should be taken as the first priority or should be given
more value comparing to premium Microbuses in getting the trajectory permission,
especially Microbuses passing through or nearby SPBGs.
3. The installation design or the CNG equipment installation tried on Microbuses as a
result of Mechanical Engineering FTI ITS team work should be recognized by the
authorized institution (DLLAJ) and should be legalized.
4. Despite the fact that there are 1700 Microbuses in Surabaya potential to use CNG as
an alternative fuel based on the accessibility to SPBGs the detailed
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research/evaluation concerning the age, the body condition and engine should be
done as soon as possible in preparation for the CNG Microbuses program.
5. For CNG Microbuses as the result of retrofit the Microbuses with the age less than 5
years and travelling quite long trip length is economically feasible use CNG (gas
fuel).
6. It is necessary to build more SPBGs in Surabaya so that not only Microbuses but in
the future the government vehicles, urban buses and other vehicles are possible to
run on CNG.
7. Must be negotiated again between the owners and Microbus’ drivers in connection
to The profit distribution of CNG usage on Microbuses between the the Microbus
owners and drivers should be renegotiated/rearranged.
8. Meetings between PERTAMINA, PGN (Government Gas Company) and related
institutions to discuss and solve the CNG price problem in Surabaya should be called
to improve the CNG usage.
9. The feasibility study from the of CNG Microbuses pilot project should be spreaded
to all institutions related to the CNG Microbuses program.
10. Small meetings to discuss the feasibility study report, arrange and formulate the next
steps in implementing the CNG Microbuses program in Surabaya.
11. CNG Microbus workshop should be held by inviting urban transportation
cooperation, Microbuses/vehicles manufacturers and related institution in order to
socialize the feasibility study report of the CNG Microbuses pilot project.
12. Discussions with Microbuses/vehicles manufacturers in Surabaya in order to create
and prepare some CNG Microbus models. Installing CNG converter kit and
formatting the Microbus body at the same time will be generally cheaper and better
than the retrofit.
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